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Abstract

We perform first-principles calculations to investigate the initial stages of titanium

nanoparticle oxidation. We determine the most stable structure of a 181 atom deca-

hedral nanoparticle with various oxygen coverages ranging from a single atom to full

oxidation of the surface. Linear Oad-Ti-Oad bonding configurations on the nanoparticle

surface are found to be most stable for low oxygen coverage. The degree of lattice

expansion is observed to gradually increase with increasing oxygen content up to 8.2 %

for full oxidation of the surface. To investigate likely mechanisms for subsequent sub-

surface oxidation we calculate energy barriers for many inequivalent oxygen diffusion

pathways. We find that the most favorable pathways involve penetration of oxygen

into subsurface octahedral sites in the center of facets where the strain is largest. The

results provide atomistic insight into the oxidation behavior of Ti nanoparticles and

highlight the important role played by adsorption induced strain.

1 Introduction

Understanding how metallic nanoparticles oxidize is an important problem since in many ap-

plications they are exposed to an oxygen-rich environment (such as an ambient atmosphere,

water or an oxide substrate).1–3 There are differences between nanoparticle oxidation and

the oxidation of bulk surfaces which are also of fundamental interest. In particular, the

surface strain can play a much more significant role in nanoparticle oxidation due to the

reduced symmetry and greater freedom for structural distortion. For example, scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) studies on the oxidation of Fe nanoparticles ob-

served preferential oxidation in the center of facets due to the presence of a larger surface

strain.4 While surface oxidation of bulk metals has been well studied both experimentally

and theoretically,5,6 there have been far fewer investigations of nanoparticle oxidation.7 In

fact very little is known at the atomic level about the influence of strain on the oxidation of

nanoparticles.
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In this article, we employ first-principles theoretical approaches to investigate the initial

stages of oxidation of a titanium nanoparticle. We consider Ti as a model system that is

highly reactive to oxygen. Oxidized Ti nanoparticles also find important applications in

photocatalysis, e.g. in self-cleaning glass and water splitting.8–10 We show that adsorbed

oxygen atoms preferentially form linear Oad-Ti-Oad bonding configurations that involve two

oxygen atoms bonded to one surface Ti atom. However, as the oxygen coverage on the surface

increases, the stable configuration is modified to three adsorbed oxygen atoms sharing a

single surface Ti atom. To provide insights into oxidation of the nanoparticle, we investigate

the pathways for penetration of oxygen atoms from the surface to the sub-surface of the

nanoparticle. We find that dilative strain on the nanoparticle surface due to the presence

of adsorbed oxygen atoms facilitates the diffusion of oxygen atoms inside the nanoparticle.

Oxygen atoms preferentially diffuse into the Ti nanoparticle in the center of facets where

the dilative strain is largest. This investigation enhances the understanding of the oxidation

of metallic nanoparticles, and also offers atomic insight into the interaction between oxygen

atoms and the Ti nanoparticle surface.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Sec. 2 discusses previous theoretical

and experimental investigations on Ti nanoparticles and their oxidation. Sec. 3 details the

methodology employed in our calculations. The results are presented in Sec. 4, the problems

and challenges are discussed in Sec. 5 and our conclusions are summarized in Sec. 6.

2 Background

There have been numerous studies on the structure and properties of Ti nanoparticles.

Guided ion beam mass spectrometry and photoelectron spectroscopy have shown that the

morphology of Ti nanoparticles is icosahedral for N ≤130 (where N is the number of atoms

in the nanoparticle).11,12 The structure and stability of small Ti nanoparticles in several mor-

phologies have also been modeled using first-principles approaches with predictions in good
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agreement with experimental results.13–15 As the size of nanoparticles increases a transition

to decahedral morphology is expected which has a lower strain than icosahedral.16,17 Deca-

hedral nanoparticles have five-fold symmetry and expose ten triangular close-packed facets.

Decahedral morphologies are often observed experimentally for Ti nanoparticles up to the

micrometer size.18,19 For very large nanoparticles the bulk hcp structure should emerge as

the most stable in order to minimize the strain in the nanoparticle core.20

We are not aware of any previous experimental study of the oxidation of Ti nanoparticles.

However, oxidation of the Ti surface has been studied and provides constructive information.

For example, an Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and low-energy electron diffraction

investigation of the single-crystal Ti(0001) surface revealed the formation of an ordered p(2×

2) adatom superstructure at low oxygen coverage accompanied by modification of the work

function.21 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy

studies have also demonstrated the appearance of a range of Ti oxidation states (from 2+

up to 4+) on oxidation of the surface depending on the conditions.22–25 After the initial

rapid surface oxidation, penetration of oxygen into bulk Ti is a much slower process due

to the formation of a passivating oxide film.24,26,27 However, AES studies have shown sub-

surface diffusion of oxygen is significantly enhanced at temperatures above 500-700 K.28,29

Despite these numerous investigations there is no unambiguous identification of the surface

or sub-surface oxygen adsorption sites.

First-principles investigations into the interaction of oxygen with titanium have shown

that oxygen incorporates into octahedral interstitial sites in bulk Ti.30 At the Ti (0001)

surface and close packed facets of small nanoparticles, oxygen is predicted to preferentially

adsorb on threefold hollow sites.6,7,31,32 Boureau et al. reported that if two oxygen atoms are

located in adjacent adsorption sites there is a significant electronic density deformation pre-

venting simultaneous occupation of adjacent hcp and fcc sites.31 Energy barriers to oxygen

diffusion in bulk Ti have also been calculated to be approximately 2.1 eV.30 The majority

of theoretical investigations on nanoparticles concentrate on small-sized nanoparticles with
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icosahedral shape. Ti nanoparticles that contain either a single oxygen atom or a full mono-

layer of adsorbed oxygen have been considered.7 However, a systematic study of nanoparticle

oxidation with varying oxygen coverage is still missing.

3 Method

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed using the Perdew,

Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation potential33 and a plane wave basis set as

implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (vasp).34 The Brillouin zone (BZ)

is sampled with the Monkhorst-Pack (MP) grid and the plane-wave basis set is truncated at

an energy of 300 eV. The Γ-point is used for the BZ sampling of all nanoparticle calculations.

Psuedopotentials include the following valence electrons: O (2s2 2p4) and Ti (3d3 4s1). The

energy tolerance for self-consistent field optimization is 1×10−4 eV. We employ the primi-

tive unit cell for bulk Ti (hcp lattice) with a 7×7×7 MP grid used for BZ sampling. We

use a 10×10×10 Å3 supercell and Γ-point in MP grid sampling for optimization of the O2

molecule. Following this approach, the calculated lattice constants of bulk Ti are a =2.92 Å

and c/a =1.58, and the bond length of O2 molecule is 1.29 Å, consistent with experiment.35,36

To evaluate the stability of adsorbed oxygen, we calculate the average adsorption energy of

oxygen atoms,

Ead =
Eoxi − Epure

NO

−
1

2
EO2

, (1)

where Eoxi is the total energy of the oxidized Ti nanoparticle, Epure is the total energy of

the bare Ti nanoparticle, NO is the number of adsorbed oxygen atom, and EO2
is the total

energy of an isolated O2 molecule. To analyze the strain contributions to the adsorption

energy we also calculate the strain energy,

Estrain = E ′

oxi − Epure, (2)
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where E ′

oxi is the total energy of a bare Ti nanoparticle but in the optimized geometry

corresponding to the oxidized nanoparticle. In this way Estrain characterizes the strain energy

cost to distort the nanoparticle into the oxidized geometry.

To model the diffusion of an oxygen atom from the surface to the sub-surface of the

nanoparticle we employ a constrained optimization approach. The initial position of a series

of images along the diffusion pathway are obtain by linear interpolation between the initial

(Ri) and final structures (Rf),

R(t) = (1− t)Ri + tRf , (3)

where t is an interpolation parameter ranging from 0 to 1 that controls the position of

the diffusing oxygen atom. The total energy of each image is minimized with respect to

relaxation of all atoms within a given radius of the diffusing oxygen atom (with the diffusing

atom held fixed). This approach is adopted to allow us to focus on the barrier to diffusion for

a single oxygen atom. If unconstrained optimization is employed oxygen diffusion can trigger

displacement of remote oxygen ions which complicates the analysis. We tested a range of

constraint radii from 2 to 7 Å and find 4 Å provides a good compromise between capturing

local distortions associated with oxygen diffusion while minimizing effects on oxygen ions

further away. The interpolation is performed using the vasp Transition State Tools (VTST)

script.37

4 Results

4.1 Adsorption of oxygen on the titanium (0001) surface and nanopar-

ticle

We consider a 181-atom Ti nanoparticle with the decahedral morphology for the investigation

of oxidation as illustrated in Fig. 1a (hereafter Dh181). There are several reasons for selecting
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this nanoparticle as the focus for our study. Firstly, decahedral morphologies are commonly

observed experimentally.38–40 Secondly, it is necessary to model a sufficiently large nanopar-

ticle to correctly capture the interplay between oxygen adsorption, nanoparticle strain and

oxygen diffusion. The Dh181 is larger than that considered in any previous studies, but small

enough to be computationally feasible.41,42 The calculated formation energy with respect to

bulk Ti is 0.81 eV per atom.

Figure 1: The figures on the left shows the top view of the surface (a) and subsurface (b) of
the Dh181 Ti nanoparticle (Ti atoms represented by blue spheres). The figures on the right
are partial enlargements of the surface and sub-surface facets (see dashed triangles). The
inequivalent adsorption hollow sites are labeled 1 to 15 for the surface and U1 to U4 for the
subsurface. The primed sites are adsorption sites that are equivalent by mirror symmetry.

In order to provide insight into the chemical interaction between oxygen and titanium, we
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first consider the simpler case of oxygen adsorption on the α-Ti (0001) surface. The (0001)

surface is considerably simpler as compared to the nanoparticle, since it only possesses two

inequivalent oxygen adsorption sites (the fcc and hcp threefold hollow sites, see Fig. S1 in

Supporting Information). The supercell employed to model the surface consists of an eight

monolayer Ti slab with the dimensions x = y = 17.6 Å and z = 36 Å and a 5×5×1 MP

grid is utilized for BZ sampling. The difference between hcp and fcc adsorption sites is that

the former contains a Ti atom located directly below the adsorption site in the sub-surface

layer, whereas the latter does not. The adsorption energies for a single oxygen atom on the

Ti(0001) surface are -5.67 and -6.08 eV for the hcp and fcc sites respectively (a difference of

0.41 eV). To understand the origin of this difference in stability, we have calculated the strain

energy associated with oxygen adsorption (see Sec. 3). The strain energy for adsorption on

the hcp site is 0.17 eV greater than that for the fcc site, partly explaining the difference in

the adsorption energies. Bader analysis of the electron density suggests that the preference

for the fcc adsorption site is also driven partially by electrostatics. For both adsorption

sites, the oxygen atom acquires a negative charge due to the transfer of electrons from the

surrounding Ti atoms. The oxygen atom has three neighboring Ti atoms for both hcp and

fcc sites. However, the fcc site contains three positively charged second nearest neighbor Ti

atoms while the hcp site has only a single one. Therefore, oxygen adsorption on the fcc site

benefits from the additional attractive electrostatic interactions that increases its stability.

These results indicate that both strain energy and electrostatics play important roles in the

adsorption of oxygen on the Ti(0001) surface. We also calculated the same interaction with

the fcc Ti(111) surface finding very similar results.

The above results indicate that oxygen adsorption takes place on three-fold hollow sites

on titanium, with the fcc site being the most stable. The Dh181 nanoparticle presents 15

inequivalent threefold hollow sites (including fcc and hcp sites) as shown in Fig. 1a. We

calculate the adsorption energy for an oxygen atom on each of these sites. Table 1 shows

the adsorption energy and strain energy for each oxygen adsorption site on the nanoparticle
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surface. Site 7 has the most stable configuration for a single oxygen atom (Ead=-5.96). An

oxygen atom on this fcc site (which is more stable than hcp) also has the smallest strain

energy (0.11 eV). Site 1 is the most unfavorable adsorption configuration (Ead=-5.46) and

is an hcp site in line with expectations. As for the Ti(0001) surface, we found a correlation

between high strain energies and low adsorption energies. However, again as for the surface,

electrostatic interactions also play a role in determining the relative stability of different sites

on the nanoparticle.

Table 1: Adsorption energy and strain energy for single oxygen atoms adsorbed
on the surface and subsurface layers of the Dh181Ti nanoparticle (see Fig. 1 for
definition of the adsorption sites).

Index Site Ead (eV) Estrain (eV)
1 hcp -5.47 0.16
2 hcp -5.86 0.19
3 hcp -5.81 0.15
4 hcp -5.76 0.18
5 hcp -5.76 0.17
6 fcc -5.65 0.21
7 fcc -5.96 0.11
8 fcc -5.67 0.26
9 fcc -5.68 0.22
10 hcp -5.65 0.37
11 hcp -5.83 0.17
12 hcp -5.65 0.27
13 fcc -5.89 0.18
14 fcc -5.51 0.24
15 hcp -5.49 0.35
U1 oct -5.82 0.13
U2 oct -5.55 0.22
U3 oct -5.62 0.21
U4 oct -5.38 0.36

We also calculated the adsorption energy for an oxygen atom in the sub-surface layer

to evaluate the preference for an oxygen atom to penetrate into the nanoparticle. We find

oxygen atoms prefer to incorporate into octahedral (oct) interstitial sites of nanoparticles

as shown in Fig. 1b (labeled U1 to U4). Table 1 summarizes the adsorption energies and

strain energies for these sub-surface oxygen sites. Site U1 is found to be the most stable
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and also has the lower strain energy (0.13 eV) in comparison to other sub-surface oxygen

sites. However, the most stable sub-surface site is 0.14 eV less stable than the most stable

surface site. The result indicates that the preferential adsorption site of an oxygen atom is

on the surface fcc hollow sites. This is due to the smaller strain energy and the favorable

electrostatic interactions. These findings are consistent with recent work which investigated

the interaction between oxygen atoms and Pt-Cu core/shell nanoparticles.43

4.2 Most stable oxidized nanoparticle and lattice expansion

In order to investigate increasing oxygen coverage on the surface of the nanoparticle, we

first arrange pairs of oxygen atoms on one of the facets and determine the lowest energy

configurations. The systematic study reveals that the most stable adsorption energies of

one, two, and three pairs of oxygen atoms are -5.99, -6.05 and -5.97 eV per oxygen atom

respectively. The structures are shown in Fig. 2a-c. In these three structures, the most

stable configurations invariably constitute a linear Oad-Ti-Oad structure. The stability of the

Oad-Ti-Oad configuration is a result of maximizing the Oad-Oad distance. As the coverage

increases it becomes impossible to accommodate any more linear Oad-Ti-Oad structures on

the surface. In this case the most stable oxygen configuration transforms into a configuration

where surface Ti atoms are bonded to three adsorbed oxygen atom in a triangular structure,

as shown in Fig. 2d. This transformation makes more adsorption sites available on the surface

and further prevents oxygen atoms from occupying the adjacent hcp and fcc adsorption sites

simultaneously.

We calculated the total energies of several oxidized Dh181 nanoparticles to compare their

stability and determine the energetically stable structures for different oxygen coverages.

We consider 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, and 150 oxygen atoms adsorbing on the Dh181 nanoparticle.

For each coverage, we calculate 4, 11, 8, 4, 5 and 1 different oxygen configuration(s). The

oxygen atoms are distributed equally over all facets (for example, each facet has 2 oxygen

atoms for 20 adsorbed oxygen atoms). The calculations always employ an even number
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Figure 2: (a), (b) and (c) show the lowest energy configuration for one, two and three pairs
of oxygen atoms absorbed on a facet. (d) shows an example structure where three oxygen
atoms share a single surface Ti atom. The blue and red spheres represent titanium and
oxygen atoms respectively.
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of adsorbed oxygen atoms corresponding to the adsorption and dissociation of an integer

number of oxygen molecules.44 The most energetically favorable structure of oxidized Ti

nanoparticles with 20 to 150 adsorbed oxygen atoms on the surface are shown in Fig. 3. In

the following these structures are denoted as C20 to C150. The point group symmetries for

C20 to C80, C100, and C150 are C5h, D5 and D5h, respectively.42,45 The average adsorption

energies of C20, C40, C60, C80, C100, and C150 are -5.79, -5.84, -5.88, -5.81, -5.75, and

-5.48 eV per oxygen atom. The most stable adsorption energy is observed at C60 (Fig. 3c)

since this oxidized configuration maximizes the number of linear Oad-Ti-Oad structures on

the surface. A phase diagram indicating the oxygen chemical potential range in which these

different structures are stable is shown in Fig. S2 in Supporting Information.

Figure 3: The structures (figures on the left) and surface strain (figures on the right) of
(a) C20, (b) C40, (c) C60, (d) C80 (e) C100 and (f) C150 nanoparticle structures. The
triangular grids are the Ti-Ti bonds on the surface and the color of the bonds represent the
value of the strain relative to the pristine Ti nanoparticle.
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The calculated average Ti-Ti bond length on the surface is increased from 2.87 to 3.03

Å as the number of oxygen atoms is increased from 20 to 150. In order to assess the Ti-Ti

bond distortion with respect to variation of oxygen coverage, we calculate the strain of each

oxidized nanoparticle relative to the pure nanoparticle (panels on the right in Fig. 3) The

results indicate that some surface bonds in the Ti nanoparticle are expanded and others

contracted in the C20, C40, C60, and C80 structures. However almost every bond on the

surface of the C100 and C150 structures are expanded. The average strain of the surface

Ti-Ti bonds for C20 to C150 are 2.0, 2.5, 3.7, 5.6, 6.5, and 8.2 %.

4.3 Oxygen diffusion on the Ti nanoparticle

To achieve further oxidation of Dh181 nanoparticle, there are two possible scenarios. First,

the Ti atoms may diffuse out of the nanoparticle forming an inner void.46 Alternatively

oxygen atoms may diffuse into the nanoparticle and incorporate into octahedral interstitial

sites. To examine the former situation, we optimized the oxidized nanoparticles with one

Ti atom relocated from the surface to on top of the adsorbed oxygen atoms (in the three

fold hollow, bridge and top sites). The configurations with an outward displaced Ti atom

are always found to be energetically unfavorable relative to the original one. This suggests

that Ti atoms do not have a strong tendency to diffuse to the outer surface to allow further

oxidation.

Next, we calculated the energy barriers of many different pathways to assess the pos-

sibility of oxygen diffusion from the surface to sub-surface of Dh181 nanoparticle. We only

consider diffusion pathways that result in a final configuration that is more stable than the

original. Systematic investigation reveals that penetration of oxygen in the C20, C40, and

C60 structures always increases the energy indicating they are locally stable against further

oxidation. However, for C80 and C100 a number of structures with oxygen displaced from

the surface into the subsurface present a higher stability. The possible diffusion pathways

that reduce the total energy are described as follows. Referring to Fig. 1 for the definition
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of the sites, the C80 structure has the following pathways: (A) 8 → U3 and (B) 13 → U4.

Pathways for the C100 structure are: (A) 8 → U3, (B) 13 → U4, (C) 2′ → U2′ and (D) 3′ →

U3′. These pathways are shown in Fig. 4. The smallest energy barriers to oxygen diffusion

in the C80 and C100 structures are 1.50 and 1.21 eV respectively. Both of them belong to

path-B (see Fig. 4) indicating that oxygen preferentially diffuses into the nanoparticle in the

middle of the facets. We do not show the oxygen diffusion pathways for the C150 struc-

ture since displacement of an oxygen into to the subsurface region followed by structural

optimization results in several surface oxygen ions incorporating into subsurface sites. This

makes it difficult to identify energy barriers for individual oxygen atom diffusion processes.

However, this observation suggests that the high coverage C150 structure is quite unstable

and the penetration of oxygen atoms into the subsurface layer is promoted.

The results presented above demonstrate that the energy barrier to diffusion of oxygen

ions from the surface to the subsurface decreases with increasing oxygen coverage. It was also

shown in Sec. 4.2 that the Ti bonds progressively expand with increasing oxygen coverage

suggesting a possible explanation for the effect. Indeed when we calculate the energy barrier

to oxygen penetration in the center of the facet for structures C20 to C100 we see a very

clear correlation with the average surface strain (Fig. 5). An increase of 1 % in the surface

strain is shown to decrease the energy barrier to oxygen diffusion by around 0.1 eV. One

can make a simple estimate for the rate of oxygen penetration using these calculated energy

barriers.30 For example using the Arrhenius equation with a typical vibrational frequency

prefactor of 1013 Hz we estimate a relatively high diffusion rate of 0.2 Hz can be achieved at

temperatures as low as 700 K for the C100 structure. These results highlight the importance

of surface strain in controlling the oxidation of Ti nanoparticles.
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Figure 4: Oxygen atom diffusion pathways (top panels) and the respective energy barriers
(bottom panels) on (a) C80 and (b) C100 nanoparticle structures. Surface and sub-surface
Ti atoms are represented as blue and gray spheres and oxygen atoms as red spheres. The
triangles highlight the start- and end-points for the diffusion pathways A-D (see legend in
lower panel).
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Figure 5: The variation of the barrier to penetration of oxygen from the surface to the
subsurface (in the center of the facet) with respect to the average surface Ti-Ti bond strain.
The dashed line is a guide to the eye highlighting the strong linear correlation.
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5 Discussion

Several factors may influence the accuracy of the results presented above. First we consider

the choice of the exchange-correlation potential in the DFT calculations. The PBE functional

is known to provide a good description for bulk Ti properties, predicted Ti-O bond lengths

and the formation enthalpy of bulk TiO2.47–49 It is well known PBE underestimates the band

gap of TiO2, but this should not affect the predictions of oxygen adsorption energies and

diffusion barriers presented in this paper. Therefore, we believe that the choice of PBE is

reasonable for this investigation.

The most stable structures of oxidized nanoparticles are obtained through a systematic

investigation of different high symmetry configurations. We note that real nanoparticles

may exhibit patterns of oxygen atom adsorption with a much lower symmetry. However, it

would not be computationally feasible to investigate all possible adsorption configurations

at the DFT level. The approach we employ allows us to systematically investigate trends

with respect to increasing oxygen coverage for reasonable oxygen configurations. First prin-

ciples molecular dynamics (MD) could be an alternative approach to access lower symmetry

configurations but is extremely computationally challenging owing to the large number of

atoms and the long timescales needed for equilibration.

To allow comparison to previous theoretical studies of the penetration of adsorbed oxygen

into Ti(0001) surface we also calculate the barrier to diffusion of a single adsorbed oxygen

in the center of a facet obtaining 1.56 eV. This is comparable to the barrier obtained for the

Ti(0001) surface (1.55 eV).50 However, there is a very different trend with increasing oxygen

coverage between the nanoparticle and the extended surface. As discussed in Sec. 4.3, for the

nanoparticle the barrier progressively decreases with increasing oxygen coverage due to the

lattice expansion. However, for the Ti(0001) surface the barrier reaches a minimum value at

25% oxygen coverage and a maximum at 75% .50 This different behavior is due to the lower

symmetry of the nanoparticle and the development of more complex strain fields on oxygen

adsorption. In particular, the strong interaction between oxygen and low-coordinated Ti
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atoms (edge and vertex atoms) on the nanoparticles drives expansion of Ti-Ti bonds in the

facets facilitating more facile penetration of oxygen into the subsurface layer.

We are not aware of any experimental studies of Ti nanoparticle oxidation to which we

could compare our results. However, we note that the prediction of anisotropic penetration

of oxygen into metallic nanoparticles driven by strain fields has been observed in a STEM

study of the oxidation of iron nanoparticles.4 This suggests that the trends discussed in this

paper may apply more generally to the oxidation of highly reactive metals.

6 Conclusion

In summary, we have investigated the structure and stability of Dh181 Ti nanoparticles

with respect to variation of the oxygen coverage using first-principles methods. We have

also investigated how the penetration of oxygen into the subsurface region, corresponding

to the initial stages of nanoparticle oxidation, is influenced by lattice strain. We show

that the strain energy plays a dominant role in the reaction between oxygen atoms and

the Ti nanoparticle. Linear Oad-Ti-Oad structures are shown to be most stable for low

oxygen coverages. As the oxygen coverage increases there is a progressive expansion of Ti-Ti

bonds on the nanoparticle facets reaching over 8% for full monolayer coverage. The most

favorable pathway for subsequent oxidation is through the penetration of oxygen from the

surface to subsurface interstitial sites at the center of the facets. The associated barrier to

diffusion decreases from 1.83 to 1.21 eV as the surface oxygen coverage increases showing a

nearly linear correlation with the average surface strain. This behavior is different to that

predicted for the extended Ti(0001) surface due to the lower symmetry of the nanoparticle

and the development of more complex strain fields on oxygen adsorption. Overall, this paper

provides atomistic insight into the oxidation of Ti nanoparticles and highlights the important

role played by dilative strain in facilitating oxygen diffusion into the nanoparticle core.
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